getAbstract How-To Guide for Aiducation
Description of getAbstract:
getAbstract believes in progress through knowledge. Since its foundation in 1999, the company’s
mission has been to give people the knowledge they need to make better decisions in business and
in their private lives. At its core, getAbstract finds, rates and summarizes the top business books,
articles, reports, video talks, and podcasts into 10-minute abstracts. Today, the company is the
world’s leading provider of compressed knowledge.
getAbstract offers more than 20,000 text and audio summaries in areas such as leadership, finance,
innovation, health, and science – and supports its users in their personal and professional
development. Many of the world’s largest companies, including more than 40% of the Fortune 100,
offer their employees access to getAbstract.

Further information about getAbstract:
Our mission: We find, rate and summarize relevant knowledge to help people make better decisions
in business and in their private lives. https://www.getabstract.com/en/about-us (with video)
Our commitment to students: Leaders cultivate a lifelong habit of continuous learning and personal
growth. We're committed to helping the next generation of leaders.
https://www.getabstract.com/en/next-gen-leaders (with video)
Our corporate solution: getAbstract curates and summarizes top business knowledge. Our online
library provides easy access to relevant knowledge for employees at every level. One third of the
Fortune 500 companies have already adopted getAbstract as part of their corporate learning
strategies. https://www.getabstract.com/en/enterprise/overview

Description of the getAbstract Student Pro 3-year plan:
Learn smarter: getAbstract delivers the key insights of the world’s top nonfiction books in bite-sized
summaries you can read or listen to in 10 minutes or less.
Sign up for the 3-year Student Pro plan and get unlimited access to 20,000+ summaries for your
personal & professional development.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unlimited online access on web & app (iOS / Android)
Offline sync on app
Downloads (PDF, ePub, MP3)
Send to Kindle
Audio summaries & playlists
Curated channels (Leadership, Artificial Intelligence, Digital Transformation, Marketing,
Professional Development, and hundreds more...)
Personal channels to organize your favorites

At the end of the 3 years, your subscription will expire and won’t be upgraded automatically, so
there is no need to cancel. We’ll send you a reminder before your subscription expires.

Step-by-step instruction for redemption:
1.
2.
3.
4.

With your Aiducation invitation to use getAbstract, you receive a gift code.
Visit www.getAbstract.com/gift and enter your code.
Create your getAbstract account – or sign in to your existing account.
Once your account is confirmed, you receive a confirmation email with your subscription
details.
5. Select your areas of interest, so that we can share relevant summaries with you.
6. Start reading and enjoy learning at the speed of life!

Additional information for the Aiducation admin team:
•

•

•

•

Languages: getAbstract is available in 7 languages (English, German, Spanish, French,
Portuguese, Russian, Chinese) and has summaries in all these languages. With the Student
Pro plan, the users can read and listen to summaries in all languages.
Summary types: Book summaries are the most common summary type, but we also
summarize articles, reports, video talks, podcasts, and literary classics. Not all types might be
available in all languages, but the library is growing continuously with over 100 new
summaries per month.
Channels: Our summaries are organized by channels like Career, Leadership, Management,
Life Advice, Social Skills, Innovation, Technology, Society, Politics, History, and their subchannels. The personal weekly summary recommendation we send by email/app
notification to all users is selected based on the channels they are following.
Unsubscribing or canceling subscriptions: If users want to unsubscribe from the weekly
summary recommendations, they can update their preference in My Account. To cancel
their Student Pro plan, they need to contact support@getabstract.com.
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